
You can buy two liters of pop for only $1.40.  No wonder
cyclists on a budget often neglect their juice intake. But the
irony is, they'll then spend their money on sports drinks.
Most sports drinks are as pricey as juices, but with far less
nutritional value. 

Juice drinks, blends, punches, and cocktails are budget-
minded alternatives to 100% pure juices, but they may offer
only 5% to 10% juice — the rest is sugar and flavorings
with perhaps some vitamin C added to the mix. Fortified
juice drinks often boast they contain "100% of your daily
need for vitamin C,” but you are simply buying vitamin-for-
tified sugar water that lacks the nutrients found in 100%
pure juice. Juice drinks cost less, and they are not necessari-
ly bad for you (they do provide carbs and fluid). But nutri-
tionally they aren't worth much more than a soft drink. 

The bottom line when it comes to juice is:  
■ You are better off eating the whole fruit than just the juice. 
■ If you do want juice, choose more orange or grapefruit;
these are among the best in terms of nutritional value. 
■ Budget juice sparingly into your sports diet if you need to
reduce your calorie intake but liberally if you want to add
calories for more fuel. 
■ Don't let sports drinks displace juices. Choose a sports
drink during hard rides, and juices at other times.  ●

Nancy Clark, MS, RD, former TransAmerica tour leader, is
nutrition counselor at SportsMedicine Brookline. She is author
of the best seller Nancy Clark's Sports Nutrition Guidebook,
Second Edition, available at your local bookstore or by sending
$20 to Sports Nutrition Materials, 830 Boylston Street, Brook-
line MA 02167 or via www.nancyclarkrd.com

When pedaling long distances in the summer
heat, cyclists can get mighty thirsty. Through-
out my TransAmerica tour, parched members
of the group would commonly buy fruit juice

at the local grocery store and gulp down a quart per person. 
Fruit juice can be an excellent part of a cyclist's diet,

providing:
■ fluid to replace sweat losses. Most juices are 85% to 90%
water, and despite popular belief, the water in juice does
count toward your fluid needs.  
■ carbohydrates, the best source of fuel for active muscles.  
■ vitamins to help your body's engine to run smoothly. Not
only is orange juice, for example, rich in vitamin C (to
enhance healing and your immune system), but it is also
rich in folate (a B-vitamin that can reduce your risk of heart
disease, and for women, help prevent certain birth defects).
■ potassium, a mineral that helps regulate fluid balance and
blood pressure.  
■ phytochemicals, health protective compounds in foods

that can reduce your risk of
heart disease and cancer. For
example, grape juice is a good
source of resveratrol, a phyto-
chemical that helps protect
against heart disease.
■ calories for energy.  

Orange juice ranks high in
nutritional value and is among
the best juice choices.  But the
question arises: Is freshly
squeezed orange juice worth
the effort and expense? Well, if

you enjoy fresh-squeezed OJ and money is not an issue, go
for it! But fresh OJ is not a nutritional bonanza; it offers
only slightly more nutritional value than its counterpart
made from frozen concentrate.

Because freezing retains most of the nutritional value,
frozen brands of concentrated orange juice can do a fine job
of supplying the vitamin C, folate, potassium and other
nutrients you want from juice. Plus, the small cylinder of
frozen concentrate fits easily into panniers.

For budget-minded cyclists, juice can be an expensive
beverage. At the grocery store, a half-gallon of orange juice
costs about $2.85 ($1.80 if made from frozen concentrate).
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The Cyclist’s Kitchen

Are Fruit Juices A
Good Idea?

A Primer for Thirsty Cyclists
By Nancy Clark, MS, RD

Per 8 ounces 
Apple
Coke
Cranberry 
Cranraspberry
Gatorade 
Grape
Grapefruit
Hawaiian Punch
Lemonade
Orange, fresh
Orange, frozen 
Orange soda
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0 mcg▼

0

0

0

0
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0
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110

0

>200

Potassium
300 mg

0
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45
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335 
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475

0

>2,000

Vitamin C
2 mg*

0

85

80

0

0

95

60

10
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95

0

>60

Calories
120 

95      

140     

145     

50      

155     

95      

120     

95      
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110

120

JUICE BY THE NUMBERS

Recommended Daily Intake
*milligrams ▼micrograms

Gatorade is
low in calo-

ries and in
nutritional

value. 
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